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NEW MEXICO LOBO

SPORTS EDITORIAL

Honors Are Eosy
For Love or ·Money
For BYU Gridder
If Virgil Carter, Brigham
Young quarterback, stays healthy
this season, he will hold eight
Western
Athletic
Conference
career records. He already holds
six of them: Total offense 3,805
yards, total plays 671, touchdowns for which responsible 38,
passes attempted 443, passes had
intercepted 27, and touchdown
passes thrown 29.
Two other career records are
easily within his reach. He needs
only 23 pass completions to surpass the conference record of 208
successful throws, held by Wyoming graduate Tom Wilkson. He
needs only 293 yards to eclipse
Wilkinson's three-year accumulation of 3,236. If Carter is throwing true to form, he should clinch
these records in his. first two or
three games this season and then
pad them substantially in his remaining seven outings.
The Cougar flash presently
holds also four WAC season
records: Total plays 371, total
offense 2,263 yards, most touchdown passes thrown 20 (tied with
John Torok, against Utah last
year set a single-game record.
:;c

*

$

The Western Athletic Conference has two of the best collegiate punters in the nation. Arizona's Joe Payton was second in
NCAA rankings last season with
an average of 44.6 yards; Chuck
· Kolb, Arizona State, was third
with 44.0 yards; and Jerry DePeyster, Wyoming, tied for fifth
with 43.3 average. Payton and
DePoyster are back this year.
Both have their eyes on Kolb's
WAC career record of 41.9 yards
per punt.
Woody King, Arizona safety,
should improve upon his conference career record for pass interceptions. In his first two seasons
he stole ten enemy passes and is
back at his old standd.
Jerry DePoyster, Wyoming
placement kicker, has drawn a
bead on the WAC career record
for most field goals kicked. Last
year he had eight. Eight more
will beat the record of 15, set by
Cowboy George Squires in 196263-64. If DePoyster, a junior,
falls short this year, he still will
have another wack in his senior
year.
No team has won the Western
Athletic Conference football title
with a perfect record. The champions by years and their conference
records are: 1962, New Mexico
(2-1-1); 1963, New Mexico (3-10) ; 1964, Arizona, New Mexico,
Utah (3-1-0); and 1965, Brigham
Young (4-1-0).
Nine members of the 1965 all-

Educators For Lusk
A banquet on Oct. 8 and a
reception in the Union Oct. 27
for Democratic gubernatorial
candidate T. E. "Gene" Lusk are
planned by "Educators for .Lusk,"
a group of teachers and school
administrators formed to aid
Lusk in his campaign. For information or banquet tickets, contact Joe Sarthory at 268-2997.

WANT ADS

In these days of big business in the area of sports it is
somewhat unusual to see football played for the love of the
game. College football is not so far from being classified as a
professional sport. Schools give lucrative fringe benefits
along with many of their athletic grants. Thus schools are
bidding against each other to get the services of certain
players in much the same fashion as the two professional
leagues have done in the past.
At UNM there seems to be a preponderance of the unusual. This year's team is one of those offbeat groups which
plays football for the love of the game and because of that
they play to win. On the team where huge sums have been
spent to BUY a player's services there is often a lack of incentive.
Maybe it is because this is a young and unsophisticated
team. Maybe they hitve yet to realize that demands can be
made for their talent. And then maybe here al'e a group of
young men who truly love the game of football and still view
it as a sport and not a business endeavor for theil' financial
benefit.
The love for the game brings the single most important
ingredient into focus: DESIRE! Without that burning desire to win no team can achieve greatness, with it any team
can become a world beater. Witness this Lobo team which
was picked by more than one national poll to finish at the
bottom of the heap when all the games were played. The
Lobos will not finish last or even next to the last. They wi11
play winning football all season because they play with
•
desire.
Inexperienced, young, and unsophisticated, yes, but the
only business these boys al'e intel'ested in is the business of
winning football games.
-Jeff Dennard

Western Athletic Conference football team are back this year.
Seniors are Mike Butera, John
Stipech, and Pat McKissick, Utah;
Virgil Carter and John Ogden,
Brigham Young; and Jerry Darling Wyoming. Juniors are Phil
Odie, Brigham Young; Paul
Smith, New Mexico; and Jim
Kiick, Wyoming.
Returning members of the
WAC second team, who will be
seeking promotion, are Jerry DePoyster, Ron Billingsley, and
Mike Davenport, Wyoming; John
Pitts, Arizona State; Grant Wilson, Brigham Young; Carl Bradford, New Mexico; and Brad
Hubbert, Arizona.

Out Of The Past
Ode to Senior Women

Friday, September 23,1966
·-~~·-------

COSTS $6.5 MILLION

Two New Building Plans Feature
Derivations From Pueblo Style
UNM Regents have approved
.designs for two new buildings
which will be further from the
pueblo style than any buildings
now on campus.
The Regents expect criticism
both from the proponents of the
pueblo style and the style's opponents. The plans for n new
engineering building and a business administratiQn building will
both have overhanging uppe1·
floors __ expected to be considered too conset·vative by the
modern architecture fans, and far
out of the campus style by the
pueblo architecture proponents.
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
D1•. Sherman Smith described
3501 lomas Blvd. N.E.
both designs as "extremely functional."
Hallmark Cards
The first phase of a dormitory
complex was given a go-ahead.
Party Supplies
The Regents instructed architects
Candles-Gifts
William W. Ellison and associates to advertise for bids as
Wedding Announcements
soon as possible. It is hoped to
have two units ready by Septem---~~~-=~~~~=======~

•

•

Gather your kisses while you
may
For time brings only sorrow.
And girls who are free today
Are chaperones tomorrow.
-The Collegian Reporter

Monday, September 26, 1966
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No Deal With Campbell
On Presidency of U NM,
Says Lusk In Interview,-·
By JIM JANSSON
No political deals for the UNM
presidency have been made between Governor Jack Campbell
and Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Gene Lusk, Lusk assured the LOBO in an exclusive
interview Sunday.
Lusk and Campbell were widely
speculated to figure high in the
replacement of UNM President
Tom Popejoy who is slated for
retirement in 1968. It had been
rumored that the two prominent
democrats had reached an "understanding' 'about who would be the
next University president if Lusk

were elected.
"Many people thought that Jack
and I were involved in some sort
of sinister plot," said Lusk, "but
there's absolutely no truth in it."
Lusk said he had asked Campbell about his intentions several
months ago and that the governor
made it plain that he wasn't interested in the University post.
''Campbell said that sort of
position would be too confining for
him," Lusk reported.
Lusk carefully pointed out that
the governor of the state has
nothing to say about who is
chosen UNM president. He said

the next governor would only
have to make two appointments
to the UNM Regents and that
once they were appointed the governor had no control over the
Regents.
He quipped that the governor,
as any citizen, would probably
have an opinion about who should
be selected but that he expected
that any such decision would
carry no more weight than anyone else's.
·
When asked if he would approve
of Campbell as the next UNM
President, Lusk said he thought
Campbell would make a very good .. ,
president. He added that he
thought Campbell was probably
the best g-overnor the state has
ever had.
Lusk specified that a discreet
and distinct ·relationship should
exist between the governor and
the University. He stressed the
word "discreteness."
AN UNIDENTIFIED STUDENT is shown examining the display
from Latin American Desk at the annual UNM activities night
Except for tl1e appointment of
held in the Ballroom of the Union last Friday night.
regents, Lusk said that the only
Students can buy tickets for be both chaparrals and cheer- other way the governor had control over the school was through
the "Lobo Troops Train" to El leaders.
Paso this week at a special table
Reservations must be made by the Board of Educational Finance,
the
directorate but he was quick to add that a
in the Union, a spokesman for the Wednesday,
governor had to be very discreet
Union Program Directorate said spokesman said. He warned that there.
i:l; all tickets aren't sold by the
yesterday,
According to. Lusk, a governor
middle of the week, the trip will
The annual New Mexico-Texas be opened up to alums and boost- should display "protective leadership" and help the Unive1•sity
Western gridiron tilt this Satur- ers.
with any problems it might meet
day in the Sun Bowl is expected
The spokesman urged student
to be an aerial show supreme be- organizations, fraternities, and when dealing with the state legis- -,
L'.Alliancc Francaisc of Albu- and records, will also enjoy a
lature.
querque announces its program varied slate of events this year. tween pass minded Miner quarter- sororities to rent special cars of
Asked what he would do if
back Billy Stevens and Lobo quar- their own. He said their were
for the '66-'67 season, which will
Varied Program
UNM
turned into another Berketerback Rick Beitler. Besides the forty-four seats to a car.
include films, .musical recitals, art
ley, Lusk said that he would first
In
November,
a
presentation
of
game,
students
buying
train
ticexhibits, and lectures by contemact to insure the safety of the
porary authors. The first meet- Fl'ench Chamber Music will be kets can explore the famous Mexpeople
on campus and its state
given
by
Mrs.
Lionel
C.
Rosenican border town of Juarez.
ing will be held Thursday, Sepproperty. He said his second step
baum.
During
November
and
tember 29, at 7:30 p.m. in MitchDance Planned
would be to consult with the ReDecember, an avant-garde theatre
ell Hall, Room 101.
Train
passengers
will also be
gents for further action. He said
display, using modern scenery for
The program features two in- classical plays, will be on ex- treated to a dance car with a live
Anyone interested in the that the Regents would have to be
ternationally acclaimed films, hibit. The Treteau de Paris, a band. Refreshments will also be THUNDERBIRD, UNM's liter- the ones to make further decione being "Crin Blanc," which Parisian performing group, will available.
sions.
ary-art magazine, is invited to
received awards at both the present Moliere's ·play, "Les
On academic freedom, Lusk
Scheduled to leave at 1 p.m. attend 'an informal coffee hour
Cannes Film Festival and the Femmes Savantes'' in April in
said
that a university couldn't
Saturday, the train will leave EI tonight in the Union, room 231-B.
International Festival of Films the UNM Concert' Hall.
operate
without it. He commented
Paso for the return trip to AlbuThe editor announced that a
in Rome, and "II Faut Qu'une
that
professors
like everyone had
Dr. Truett Book, President of
number of positions are open in
Porte Soit Ouverte ou Fermee,'' the Alliance, has announced that querque at 3 a.m. Sunday,
the right to express their opinions
The total price of the trip will the editorial department.
by Alfred de Musset.
and that this would become a matarrangements are currently being be $11 which includes a ticket to
For further information, con- . ter of public concern only if a
made
for
a
noted
French
author
the game. Manning the table in tact THUNDERBIRD Editor professor becam~ so bigoted that
Admission Is Free
to come as a guest speaker in
the Union from eight in the morn- Luis Calvilla-Capri at extension it interferred with his teaching.
Admission is free, and the pub- March.
ing to fiive in the afternoon will 4202,
lic is invited to a reception in
Lusk said he was concerned -•
----------~~~--~~~FF~
Ortega Hall immediately followwith the future of UN~li. He said
ing the meeting.
he would like to see it continue
to become a nationally respected
The organization, which beinstitute ·Of lear~ing that would
longs to a federation sponsored
help to sell the', state.
by the French government, is
He predicted that the state
dedicated to fostering the French
would have to lean more on junior
language and culture within the
colleges in the future because of
community. Founded under the
increasing enrollment. The finandirection of the Alliance FL•ancing
of the junior colleges in the
caise, "French for Children," a
state,
said Lusk, might be diffi·Program for teaching French to
cult. He said the state authorized
local elementary school students,
school districts and counties to
has started itts 3rd year.
build junior colleges and that the
Any interested resident or stupopulation in many of these areas
dent is invited to sign up for
was _often too sparse to support
membership at the first meetcollege.
ing. Fees are $5 for a family, $4
According to Lusk, no federal
for an individual, and $1 for a
aid was possible for the building
student. Members, who are given
oi junior colleges. He reported
access to a private libral'y which
that the federal government ran .,
features selected French books
aid programs only for student
loans and also to schools for Federally-sponsored projects. He
commented that even if federal
aid were available, it wouldn't be
desirable since he belieyed junior
colleges should be the responsibility of the areas which would
An informal street dance is
benefit from them,
planned by three Gl'eek organizaLusk predicted that money for
tions at UNM this Fridar, Sept.
the state's education would in30, from 2:30 to 5:30p.m.
crease as the state's population
A band has been hired for tlte
grew and as the demand for more
event, which is scheduled on the
facilities
grew. He stated that
closed-o11:' street in front of the
New
Mexico
probably wouldn't
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
'66-'67 CUL1'UltAJ, PROGRAM is planned by four leaders of l'Ailiance: (Left to right) Joan Goodface
a
crisis
in
educational funds
house, corner of Las Lomas Rd.
man, UNM student and founder 11f "French for Children," Dr. Truett Book, !'resident of the Alliance,
and
he
said
if
elected he would
and Yale. It is open to all stuMrs. Truett Book, Instructor of Modern Languages, and Mr. Paul Itegusis, Vice-President of I'Alli·
continue
plannning
for educaance Frnncaise,
dents and tlteir fi·iends.
tional expansion.

Cheerleaders Plan
Train Ticket Sole

Busy and Full Season

(New Mexico Lobo, Oct. 13,
1939)
"I think I'll go on a bender,"
said the fly as he started
around the pretzel. (New Mexico Lobo, Oct. 31, 1939)

Magazine Editor
Sets Coffee Hour

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle or Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it's in
your hand. Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together. (You
should; they're
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot or
your fellows.

a

FOR SALE

0588,

Vol. 70

Yes, Virginia, only gimlets are
allowed at LOBO beerbusts.

French Group Plans

1965 VW Convertible, Pacific blue, ex-

HEMMING, mending and alteration• of
all kinds. RoMonably proeed. (/all 247·
3449. 9/22, 23, 26, 27.
HELP WANTED
ESP-DISK, recording eompan)l ot the
new musie and tho FUGS, wanta. campus
rep~ for surveys and publie relations
Msignments. Contact Immediately . B.
Stallman, ESP, 1G6 5th Ave., New York,
N. Y. 10010. 9/21, 22, 23.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

ber, 1967.
Phase one will cost $1,300,000,
and the complete dormitory complex will cost about $4 million.
The new business administration building, John Reed, architect, will cost about $1,153,000.
The new engineering building,
architects Flatow, More, Bryan
and Fairburn, is expected to cost
about $2,594,821.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISlNG RATES:
4 line ad.. 65c-4 tlmee, $2.00. Insertions
must 1M! submitted by noon on day bt!fore
publication to Room 159, Student Publicationa Bnlldlng, Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102,

cellent condition. 122 Staford SE. $2050
or best oft'er. 242-7973. 9/22, 23.
FOR RENT
EFFICIENCY
apartment,
furnished.
Water & gas paid. $40 per month. Clooe
to campus. Call 268·4843. 9/19, 21, 22, 23.
FURNISH:ED three rooM apartment. $60
monthly, 2114 Coal Avenue SE. 346-0168.
9/21, 22, 23.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM atudents on all machines.
Free pickup &. delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243-

EXICOLOBO

And then? And then? And then you unleash it.
SPRITE! It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
~eads turn.
Whisperings. "Who's that strangely·
fascinating student with the arch smile. And what's
in that curious green bottle that's making such
a rllcke t ?"
And you've arrived! The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You'
, uh ••. uh, whoever-you-are.
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

Superior year, we submit, for shirt fanciers.
In addition to the good solid colourings, an
ever-widening selection of stripes is to be
seen, and some interesting twill weavings.
Lay in a tasteful drawer or more, very soon.

irtuunu~ li
TERRACE AT CENTRAL

Street Dance Set
By Greek Houses

~

I
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Is First Recipient
Of J FK Memorial Award

We·ber

David J. Weber
Dean George P. Springer announced.
The $1,000 stipend that goes
with the Fellowship will be presented to Weber by U.S. Senator
'-"a Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts, brother of the late President, at ceremonies Oct. 3. The
program is scheduled for 9:30
a.m. in the Union.
Weber, who lives at 2323 Kathryn SE, received his bachelor's
degree from the State University
of New York College at Fredonia
in 1962. He earned his master's
degree in Latin American history
from UNM in 1964 and has com-

Norman Publishes
lwo New Studies
(

Monday, SeJ»tember 26, 1966
----~~==~~~~~--------------------------~NEW MEXICO LOBO

PageS
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... HISTORY STUDENT

David J. Weber, a doctoral
candidate in history at UNM, has
been selected as the recipient of
the first UNM John F. Kennedy
Memorial Fellowship, Graduate

'Monday; Se'ptember 26, 1966

Rabbit ProduceS' 'Stew
AMHERST, Mass. (OPS) When the Massachusetts State
Senate condemned an allegedly
sacrilegious cartoon f1·om a University of Massachusetts humor
magazine last spdng, school officials upheld the right of students to published what they
wanted.
The furor has died down, but
now an administration official has
withheld all funds from the magazine.
Last May State Democ1·atic
Senator Kevin Harrington said
he took person~! offense at a cartoon pl·inted in a February issue
of "Yahoo," depicting a priest
pulling a rabbit out of a chalice.
The State Senato1· sponsored a
bill establishing a Senate commission to investigate University
publications.
Harrington's biil was strongly
opposed by House Republican

pleted all work for his Ph.D. except the dissertation.
Borderlands Fur Trade
Weber was a graduate assistant in histc;>ry at UNM in 1964-65
and 1965-66. He is currently working on his dissertation, which
deals with the fur trade in the
Spanish borderlands during the
years 1821-46. The borderlands
encompass New Mexico, Texas,
Arizona and California.
Weber is nmrried and his wi:fe,
Carol, is a teaching assistant in
the UNM English department,
They have a son, Scott David, 20
months old.
Selection of the l'ecipient. was
made by a committee of senior
scholal's with competence in the
fields called for by the Fellowship,
Dean Springer said.
The Kennedy Fellowship is the
Graduate School's highest recognition of research and scholarly
achievement in the area of the
social sciences and the humanities.
It was established largely
through the efforts of U.S. Senator Clinton P. Anderson and
Albuquerque businessman-author
Student Senator Lynna Joseph
Calvin P. Horn. It is financed
through contributions and pro- has resigned to take the position
ceeds from the sale of the book, of Executive Assistant to which
"New Mexico's Troubled Years," she has been appointed by
ASUMM President Dan Dennwritten by Horn.
The late President Kennedy sion,
Miss Joseph's resignation now
wrote the foreword to the book
and approved the plans to estab- brings the number of Student
lish a Fellowship for advanced Senators down to 23. Leroy Brimgraduate students at UNM with hall, who had been elected to a
position on Senate during the
proceeds from the book.
spring election, transferred to anReiterates Approval
After the assassination of the other school.
Brimhall's and Miss Joseph's
President, Kennedy's family reabsences
place Senate in a unique
iterated approval of the FellowUnder the ASUNM
situtation.
ship program.
The Fellowship fund, which Constitution, should the1·e be
now stands at about $5000, re- more than two vacancies on Senate a special election must be held
mains open for contributions.
The first year's stipend is be- to fill those vacancies.
The loss of one more senator
ing provided by Horn and Sen.
Anderson outside the body of the would necessitate this special
election, and many of the Senafund.
Sen. Kennedy is expected to ar- tors realize that there is still most
rive in Albuquerque about 8 a.m. of the semester to go before the
Oct. 3 and will leave about noon. next election.

Dr. Ralph D. Norman, a professor in the UNM psychology department, has had two articles
recently published.
One article, entitled "The Interpersonal Values of Parents of
Achieving
and
Nonachieving
Gifted Children," was published
in the Journal of Psychology and
deals with parents and children
and the children's scholastic abilities.
The other artiele is entitled "A
Revised Deterioration Formula
for the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale." It was published in
the Journal of Clinical Psychology.
Important Dilference
The article on the "deterioration formula" argues that the
author of the most important current instrument for the assessment of adult intelligence overlooked the fact that there are
important differences between
men and women in the intellectual
functioning on certain intelligence
tests.
These differences, Dr. Norman
notes, extend through the life
span, and therefore serious attention must be given to these differences if fair comparisons must
be made between the sexes in
their degree of loss.
"The problem," says Dr. Norman, "is an important one in our
attempts to assess the effects not
only of aging, but of brain injury
or disease.''
Identify With Parents
The other article, which deals
with achieving and ll()nachieving
gifted children, points· out that
children who are achievers-that
is, who live up to the promise of
their intellect on achievement
tests-identify strongly with
parents of their own sex. These
parents, contrasted with those of
nonachievers, hold strong values
of independence, of being free to
make their own decisions, and of
being able to do things their own
way. They also are not those who
value confonnity.
The article also states there is a
much closed correspondence be·
tween the value systems of bUs•
band-wife pairs who are parents
of achievers than there is between
parents of normchievers.

lea!lel' SidneY Curtis, who warned
that "political interference can
wreck all the good that has been
done fot• the University."
On the University campus, a
Free Press committee sporadically published a paper attacking any Senate investigations on
campus, and edit01•ials in state
and !ltl.ldent newspapers charged
that the Massachusetts legislature was using the issue as a
smoke screen to divert attention
from a legislative cut in the Uni·
versity's budget request.
The State Senate, nevertheless,
voted 35 to 3 to create a special
five-man commission to investi·
gate all publications.
Investigation Dropped
After a delegation of University students, faculty, and · administration officials met with
Harrington and persuaded him
that the University should handle
its own affairs, the Senate investigation commission was left
pending,
The delegation set up their own
University commission to investigate publications.
During the controversy, Prl!sident John Lederle was quoted in
the Boston Herald as saying that
although the ca1·toon was in bad
taste, students were entitled to
their mistakes.
The mistake students were entitled to was a costly one, however, and the Dean of Students
has taken money for the magazine out of the student tax budget.
Edito1·s will continue publish-

- :·. ,;;;
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More than $200 was earned by
pledges of the Arnold Air Society
working for fall registration at
UNM.
Thomas J. Scanlan, pledge
class executive officer, said the
mbney Will be used for the organization's annual Christmas party
for a local orphanage.
The Society is associated with
the Air Force ROTC.
"A man's reach must exceed
his grasp, or what's a heaven
for?"-Robert Browning
DISCOUNTS TO UNM

STUDENTS & FACULlY

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers
Expert on Swiss end

-

American Watches

WATCHES-- GIFTS

DIAMONDS

CASH

Money Is Offered

Meet the Burger F<~mily

Meet the Beer Family-

MAMA-3Ge
PAPA-GOo

TEEN'-15c

DADY-20c

Served with our own delicious sauce,
with or without onions. Tey them

MAMA ROOT BEER-lOe
PAPA ROOT IlEEI~lfie
DAUY ROOT BEER-Frtc to
those under liveAll served ICE COLD in FROSTED
lllUGS.

with chili or c:h~c.
OTHER SANDWICHES, FRIES AND ICE CREAM TOOl

.:

;" .
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'
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For
•

•

•
•

l
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dents.

Customwood
Manufacturing
Company-a firm which specializes in architectural and decorative carved wood grilles and
panels-will pay $50 for each
design selected for use.
• Bob Bogan, Jr., president of
Customwood, says the firm is expanding and is in the market for
new designs. The nt:im.ary materials used by th~- coptPany are
plywoods, hardwoods !8Dd acrylic
plastics.
Anyone may submit a design,
Bogan said, and for each one
selected payment will be made.
Those interested are invited to
call Bogan at 344-1691 during office hours for an appointment to
visit the showrooms and factorY
to study the processes, equipment and materials.

l
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J
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;

FIVE LEVELS
;

.

KNOW
THE

OF
.CONSCIOUSNESS
EXPANSION

::

HEAR

THE

Dennison Reports
Committee Posts

·-

FACTS

TRUTH

..

RECORDED UVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDATION-DR. LEARY'S. C:ENTE:R FOR R~SEARCH ON CON-

SCIOUSNESS.EXPANOING DRUGS.

'

.SEND $3.00 P~R RECORD CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGE\

,,

SEND ME •••• COPIES OF DR. TIMOTHY LEARV.'S LP RECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR$, ••••••••

TO;

PIXIE RECORDS, INC.
1619 BROADWAY, ROOM 602
NEWVORIC.N.Y.100t9

NAM.E ••

II

•••••

•· • • • • . . • • . .,

fl

• • • • • • ·•"'

•••••••••

il

•

(PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS • • •• ·• • • • • • • • • • • ., • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • •

MONO-LONG PLAYING
(831/8rpm)

CllV •• , •••••.•••• ,. •••. STATE ••••••• ZIP •••.

~·---

· • ;

their 1·espective co:ections.

Associated Students President
Dan Dennison has made the an•
nouncement of the following com•
mittee openings. There is an un·
limited num bet of openings on
the Campus Chest; ten on the
E:x:ecutive Assistant committee;
si:x: on the Tutoring Service; and
five on the Pep Council.
Also having five openings is
the Spirits and Traditions Com·
mittee and the Community Ac·
tion Committee. Having four
openings are the Radio Board,
Free University, Speakers COm•
mittee and the Committee for Action for Higher Education.
There are three openings on
Student Standards, and Student
Court. PubJications Board, Cuitural Activities, Committee on
the University, Student Affairs,
and the National and International Aft'airs have two openings.
There is one opening each on
the Union Board,· Rally Committee and the N.S.A. Three part
time student government secretaries are also needed.
The above positions are ap·
pointed by Dennison. Applica. tions arc lo be turned il\W, th~,
. .
1 Student Government office.

She was in Spurs, was president
of Las Campanas, and is a member of Mortarboard. Miss Coester
was named Outstanding Junior
Woman last year.
She served two years on the
old Student Senate, in which she
Was chairman of the Steering
Committee.
Miss Coester is now a senior,

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
1100 Central E., Albuquerque, Now lvle•ico ·
Phone 242·0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer

®

Than

MrWrangler®
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Topic of Meeting
The entire program for the
Seventh Annual Symposium, cosponsored by UNM and the New
Mexico Section of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,
has been scheduled.
According to E. L. Emerson,
General Chairman of the symposium, sessions will be held in
Albuquerque, N ovembe1· 18 and
19. This year's symposium features the role the computer is
playing in engineering applications and the impact that new
techniques and hardwear developments will have in the future.
Emerson said papers will be
presented by prominent educators, engineers and executives
from various institutions, including Massachuetts Institute of
Technology, Texas A&M, Sargent
and Lundy Engineers of Chi~
cago, Norden Division of United
Aircraft, Vertrol Division of the
Boeing Company, and others yet
to be selected.
The symposium will explore
topics on computer-aided design
of integral circuits, computeraided design of mechanical
structures, computer graphics,
computer/structural
analysis,
engineer/computer and other
subjects.
Sessions will be held at the
Union.

Neta Coester

majoring in biology and minoring
in government. She plans to do
gl'aduate work in biology, possibly
at UNM.
She is a member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority, in which
she was secretary of her pledge
class, assistant scholarship chairman, Homecoming decoratjons
chairman. She is currently first
vice :~~resident.
Miss Coester feels that the
main goal of student government·
this year should be to "get the
new system going.'' She feels that
the budget needs special attention
alao, especially on criteria for allocating money.
Her special interest this year
is with the Student Affairs Committee. She hopes that the commitee can work through several
of the University offices, such as
University College office, to find
out "what kind of people we have
and how we can better serve
them.''

Nobody has a smoother line!

New~ Designs Computer s Role

Stude:nts at UNM have had
an offer to earn $50-o1' more.
The offer is open to all student,
and to anyone else, faculty or
staff-but the idea will probably
appeal more strongly to art stu-

t

D ~~ S~G&R CUBES ,
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Graduate Work in Biology

By BILLHUME
Perhaps the · most significant gard plays some truly haunting
JEd. Note: This article is the first
release of the RCA Vintage Series low-register clarinet.
to date-Duke Ellington's "DayThe next four pieces, "Lime- in a series to be run. In light of
break Express" (LPV 506)-aP'" house Blues," "It's Glory," "Bugle the conglomerate nature of the
peared more than a year ago. The Call Rag,'' and "Dinah," are pe- last student senate election, the
LOBO is going to print a caponly possible explanation for its riod pieces.
neglect was Columbia's two reis- · Trombonist Lawrence Brown _sule history of each of the ASsue sets of Ellingtonia, both of and trumpeter-vocalist Louis Ba- UNM Senators in an elfort to ac•
which received considerably more con are then added for "Rude In- quaint the student body with their
attention.
terlude," . "Dallas Doings," and legislators.
Neta Coester, Student Senator,
This Victor reissue is, however, · "Dear Old Southland," the last of
a gem, as it encompasses a most which, in reflecting several spirit- position 6, has participated in
important time in Ellington's . ual elements, is particularly love- virtually. every phase of student
life at UNM since she came here
musical heritage-1931 to 1934. ly.
as
a freshman in 1963.
trip to Europe in 1933, as well
More Impressive
Miss
Coester graduated from
as the better part of his Cotton
Side two, however, is far more
Club sf;ay in Hal'lem.
impressive. The title tune, ''Day- Gadsden High School, Anthony,
break Express," opens followed N.M., in 1963 at the age of 16. She
Display Technique
The band represented here in by "Delta Serenade," "Stompy ·was "pretty involved in student
Daybreak E:x:press includes Ar- Jones," the famous recording of government in high !lChool," and
she continued this involvement in
thur Whetsol, Cootie Williams "Solitude," and. "Blue Feeling.''
college.
Ive
Anderson,
probably
Ellingand Freddie Jenkins, trumpets;
As a freshman, she started
Juan Ti:iol, Joe "Tricky Sam" ton's best vocalist ever, closes out
working
on a few committees, and
Nanton, trombones; Johnny Hod- the record with three fine tunes,
just
went
on from there.
ges, Otto Hardwicke, Barney Bi- ''Ebony Rhapsody," "Live and
Offices Listed
Tonight,"
and,
of
course,
Love
gard, and Harry Carney, reeds;
Some
of
the capacities in which
"Troubled
Waters.''
·
the
famous
with a rhythm section of Fredhasserved
over the past
she
The
last
has
often
been
tagged
die Guy, banjo and gUitar; Sonny
three
years
are:
Women's
ResiGreer, drums; Wellman Braud, Ivie's most moving vocal with
dence
Hall
Council,
Student
Afthe Duke, and, from what we've
bass; and Duke, piano.
fairs
Committee
(Sec'y,
65-66),
it
could
well
be.
heard,
"Echoes of the Jungle," the
As already stated, this LP has Delegate to N.M. Association of
lead number of side one, is a typilong
deserved recognition as one College Student Governments,
cal Cotton Club tune. Williams
and Nanton both display a great of great significance, both histo1·i· Member of the Teacher Evaluation Committee, Secretary of
deal of muted-brass and plunger- cally and musically.
Campus Chest last year.
of
all
Only
a
detailed
reissue
mute technique, and Barney Biexisting Ellingtonia by each maste1·-holding company, it would
$SO
as Jazz discog1•aphers fatten

Earned by Pledges

Look-For In~ ~rjghf Orang·e auHdln'g \.

·' . ,; " '

By Pete Kendall

Money for Party

Senator Resigns,
Accepts New Job -

[. ..

SWEET AND .HOT

ing "Yahoo" an.d sell it through
subscriptions.
Will Yahoo illustrate any more
rabbits and priests? ''I think we'll
stay out of religion in the futm·e," Yahoo editor Roger Jones
said.

19- Year-Old Senior Plans

Shirts and Slacks
with FOl\Tl\Et®
Say no more .• , Mr. Wrangler has the last word in that
stay-neat, wrinkle-fr~e look. Naturally, they're
Permanently Pressed SOo/0 Fortret
polyester, SOo/o cotton. Completely guaranteed
for one year's normal wear.

CLOSE fiNISH

fo·otbafl Contest

won By H.ami·1ton
The LOBO Football Contest
was won by James C. Hamilton,
1014 Carlisle ·S.E., as he correctly picked all o£ the winning
teams in last week's poll and
predicted the total points of the
Lobo-Kansas State game to be
32 points.
There were three other ballots
which had picked all of the win·
ners, but failed to g"t!t closer to
the correct score of the UNM
game.
Hamilton picked Kansas to
beat Arizona, Wyo111ing to win
at home ovet Arizona State, BYU
to sting San Jose State, Utah to
upset Oregon, and of course New
Mexico to beat Kansas State.
Hamilton will receive four ticketa
tQ 1Do' 1 ;nanchg~ Art theater
1
for his efforts. '
,

SIMON'S DEPARTMENT
STORE
FIRST & GOLD SW

or write

Mr.Wrangler
$uite 929, 3SO }\'ift~ Avenue, .
New York, N.Y. 10001
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SLOW TASK
IT HAS BEEN reported to this paper that Student Body
President Dan Dennison has been slow in making appointments to student government committees. Part of the trouble has been traced to a lack of applicants for most positions.
It is essential that aU student committees begin functioning us soon as possible. Some committees are rumored to be
almost a semester behind.
All committees should have a full student complement, too.
It is especially important that all student positions on joint
student-faculty-administration be filled. The student body
deserves to have its full representation on each committee.

THE RESPONSIBILITIES of manning these positions
rests on both the students and student government.
'
Students should be concerned enough with how their
money is spent and what decisions are being made for them
to volunteer for committee positions. Those interested in
making government their career or those who plan on enter~
ing business should be particulary interested in the commit~
tees because of the experience which can be gained serving
on them.
Students are running their own affairs on this campus
and nowhere is it more evident than on these committees.
The experience offered is varied. Students are exposed to
making decisions and evolving policies which they won't be
allowed to make off-campus for a number of years.
Student Government is also responsible for filling these
positions. They must publicize them in the newspaper, ou
bu11etin boards, and through any other media of commu~
•'nication open between them and the student body.
But publicizing them will probably not be enough. They
will also be required to search students out and sell them on
committee positions individually. It's a big task, but it must
be done.
-Jim Jansson

Herptologists
The New Mexico Herpetologi~
cal Society will hold its meeting
Monday, Sept. 26, at 7:30 -p.m.
There will be a talk, illustrated
by slides, on the herpetofauna of
the Corn Islands. The meeting
will be held in the biology building-, room 100.

Desert Room
The re-opening of the Desert
Room has been announced by the
Union. It resumes its regular operating hours (Monday through
Friday from 11:30 to 1:30 p.m.),
today, The management asks that
a minimum of four people be in
a party.

MEXIC~_B?, _ _ _ _
••_-_
. ,._,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_·_ _

Monday;'September 26, "1966

LETTERS TO THE E8ITOR
Dear Mr. Editor,
The reason I. am writing this
letter is to submit a complaint to
the student body. I have been at
the University for the past two
year$ and in those years coffee
refills were provided for patrons
of the SUB c(mcession. This year
the concession has taken this
basic provision away from students.
I asked the management why
they no longer provide this service and was told that the reason
was because the -student council
had voted against giving students
1·efills when theY purchased a
cup of coffee. 'l'his was to my
surprise because I did not know
that the council voted on such
maters.
I have heard from my fellow
students that the Associated Stu;ient government p1·ovided the
concessional with a subsidy so
th11 t the concession could operate
at a profit margin, and we could
get our second cup. If this is
true then I call upon the student
government to intercede again
with another such subsidy.
Myself and student acquaintences do not think that it is to
much to ask for a coffee refill. I
sincerely hope that the Student
Senate will assume the responsibility for securing this lost service, because it is a practical
matter aflecting us all.
Ernie J. Romero
Dear Editor:
I would like to extend an offer
to any interested student or faculty to attend Thursday, September 29th's meeting of the Student
Publications Board.
As a follow-up I ·would truly
like to thank the LOBO staff for
their coverage of Wednesday
night's Senate meeting, This was
the first time the students of
UNM were made at least par-

Center Will Offer
Leadership Class
Beginning October 5 at 7 p.m.,
the Aquinas Newman Center wiii
offer a course in Christian Leadership. No registration or tuition
is required, and little outside work
is necessary other than an effort
to live a11 enlightened adult life.
The course explains the dynamics of discussion and how to
influence others and organize for
effective action. It also gives. principles of honest persuasion and
the opportunity to practice these
principles in controlled discussions. The eight sessions run from
7 to 8:30 p.m. and are offered
primarily for UNM undergraduate and graduate students as well
as Albuquerque area young people.

tially aware of some of the mairJ
difficulties encountered by last
year's infamous MIRAGE.
To the senators as a whole I
wish to say thanks. The opportunity you gave me to speak that
night and the boost given this
year's prospective book is muchly
appreciated. My associate editor

Ronald Reagan
At Forest Lawn

KUNM Will Test New FM Transmitter
By BILLHUME
KUNM, the University's new
FM radio station, will be temporarily on the. air for the first time
tomorrow, if all goes according
to schedule.
Harry Joseph, station manager,
described KUNM's current stage
of development to the LOBO in a
telephone interview Sundl!y night.
He said that the antenna was
the only piece of equipment still
missing, and that it should arrive today. 'l'he pole on which it
is to be mounted is ready, and it
should take less than a day's
work to install the antenna. 'l'he

University's crane will be used
to raise the antenna, If it is on
campus and available on Tuesday, the entire operation llhould
be ready late 'l'uesday,
Proof-of-Performance
'l'he first transmission will be
what the Federal Communications
Commission calls a "Proof-ofPerformance'' test. The tl·ansmitter will go on the air on the assigned frequency of 90.1 megacycles. A tone will probably be
the only transmission.
'l'he purposes of the test a1•e to
measure
frequency
response,
noise level, and distortion level,

San Fra11cisro Chronicle

Having spent four days following Governor Brown, a spirit of fair
play moved me to hop over to Mr. Reagan's campaign to analyze
equally his grasp of the issues, his style of delivery, his electioneering
strategy and to seek for omens.
And so it was that at 8;30 the other morning, I joined Mr. Reagan
for his first major address of the day. In the Hall of the Crucifixion.
The Hall of the Crucifixion, in case you are unfamiliar with the
beloved shrines of Los Angeles, is a beloved cathedral-like structure
high atop the highest beloved knoll in Forest Lawn Memorial Parkthe world's most beloving cemetery.
The occasion was the monthly meeting of the Forest Lawn Employees' Association. And a jollier lot of mortuary attendants, burial
ground keepers, plot salesmen and souvenir vendors you'd never want
to meet. Never.
'l'o hear them, 600 voices strong, sock out "Smile, Darn Ya, Smile,"
in the Hall of the Crucifixion at 8:30 in the morning is an el'perience
I'll forever remember. Forever.

* * *

But you have to lead up to an experience like that gradually. First
you walk up the broad steps to the hall, past a huge ornate sign saying that this shrine is maintained only through the contributions of a
generous public-specifically 25 cents each, children and the clergy
exempted.
Inside the church-like vestibule is another sign saying shorts and
similar tourist-type attire are out of place here, but "smoeks are available free of charge." And through that is the very Hall of he Crucifixion itself, which is an auditorium.
'l'he huge wall down front was covered with drapes. A lady employee politely explained that behind them was a vast painting of the
crucifixion. But it wouldn't be uncovered "because of the secular :nature
of the occasion."
A piano and an organ were banging out lively tunes to warm up
the audience. Stage center was a carved oak rostrum with a spray
of carnations and gladiolas in front of it and the American and Forest
Lawn flags on either side. Mr. Reagan sat in the front row in a n1aroon
sport coat, looking brave.
Following a prayer and the Pledge of Allegiance, a gentleman
wearing a grey suit, glasses and a throat microphone cried: "Let's
show our illustrious guest how Forest Lawn can sing." And, stomping
a foot, he led us in· not only "Smile, Darn Ya, Smile," but "Marching
Along 'l'ogether," "'l'he More We Get Together" (the happier we'll be),
and not one, but two verses of the Star-Spangled Banner.
Mr. Frederick Llewellyn, the executive vice president of Forest
Lawn, took over and said, "Good morning.''
Good morning," chorused the crowd.
"Oh; we can do better than that on this bright sunny morning,
can't we?" he said. "Good morning.'' And they did thunderiJusly better.
Mr. Llewellyn then read a long list of employees who had broken
arms, recent surgery or wereotherwise snug abed and said we should
"remember them with a card or letter as we would like to be remembered."
Mterward, he presented bonds, pins, certificates, presents and cash
to numerous other employees for their suggestions, their length of
service or their retirement, calling each by hi-s or her first name.
"We at Forest Lawn," said the lady next to me happily, "just Jove
these get-togethers.''
The candidate also spoke.
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KUNM PROGUAM DIRECTOJt .Justin .Joseph, a senior communication major, is shown above taking preliminary transmitter
meter readings. The above machine is worth $6,{)00.
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features of particular interest to
the University community. The
cultural calendar will also be a
regular feature of the program.
"Back-to-Back"
"Back to Bach'' is the title for
one and one-half hours of baroque
music to be heard from 5: 30 to
7 ;p.m. This program will feature
light, airy chamber music, essentially uninterrupted.
Fifteen minutes of world
news and anaylsis will be aired
from 7 to 7:15.
Five minutes of sports news,
reported by Miss Cynthia Y.
Chave~, Albuquerque's only female sportscaster, are then
scheduled.
An hou1· of public affairs programming comes on at 7 :20 on
weeknights. These will include,
Monday through Friday: "'l'he
Week in Review," covering politics, the arts, business, and science; "Confrontation," a :panel
discussion by a group of people
representing all sides of a given
issue; "Kaleidoscope,'' documentaries and similar material; "The
Public Eye," a public. figure to
be interviewed by a group of local

journalists; and "From the Midway," a series of programs from
the University of Chicago.
Classical Music
Classical music is programmed
from 8:20 to 11 p.m. 'l'here is to
be five minutes of news at 11.
Specialty programming is the
theme from 11 to midnight.
These programs will include: on
Tuesday, "Folkstream,'' contemporary folk music; on Wednesday,
"Wax Museum," the best of the
oldies; on Friday, "Blues Room,"
blues, both jazz and folk; and
"The House that Jazz. Built,'' to
be a,ired either Monday or Thursday, or both nights.
KUNM, the University's own
FM station, will have something
for everybody, and may be heard
daily after Oct. 17, on l)O.l megacycles.

Makers of
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY AT DON PANCHO'S

'V'VRONG ARM OF THE L.A"V\T
Sep.26-27~
As bruins or n gnng of burg]ur.s whose robbcricg nrc frustrated by an unex-pected gang of
hijneke-rs: who bra.ak in on theil" jobs disgUised as cops, Peter Sellers _floats lightly behind the
fnrndc oi: his Bond Street drca:;·shop getting Jcruls to new jobs from his clients. The $howdown
comes when tile lturglars huve to ally their syndicate with Scotland Yard in setting a trap lor
the ltijnckcrs. They run afoul of tbe mammoth capueity for bungling that the hiJackers have.
It mnk"" {or ll huppy reminder of some of th03e tnngl"" o£ the Keystone J{ops,

THE DOLL Oct. 3-4
A. young tnnn finds Swedi•h Women so forbidding that he falls in love with u plaster manikin. One night

ht- st(.lnls the manikin. otrct'S her food ancl drink. bestows jewelry on her. whispers faltering words or
'l"ml<>.armcnt.• .u:ul thatt :((1l'ls her quicken into life in his gingerly cmhr.ncc4 The p]ot becomes increaSingly
wi,t•r(l. antl the last shot .o{ all is gUaranteed to make your hair st..ntul on end..

YESTERDAY, TODAY

&
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TWO NEW STAFF MEMBEHS of KUNM, Elaine Berghnfer
kneeling, a freshman nursing student, and Lang Troy standing,
a sophomore, are testing out some of the stations new equipment.

ByBILLHUME
October 7 has been set as the
date for the special run-off election for Senate position 12. 'l'he
date was set by the Senate Elec•
tions Committee which met Sunday afternoon.
Position 12, wi.th its one year
term of office, is con tested by
Senators Jerry Reed and Steven
van Dresser.
Student Court ruled thnt the
run-off had to be held, because of
a ballot mistnke in the original
election.
Van Dtesser was present at
Sunday's meeting; need was not.
'l'he r.ommittec will meet ngain
tomorrow night to :fornmlute the
t•ules :for the election. Chairmnn
Pnt Holder said that they decided
to wait until ASUNM Attorney
General Dick Balter! could be" pl!<'s·
tint· befol'e thlll/" ironed out the

In the first segment Mis• Loren playa a formidably pregnant purveyor of blllck mat"ket dJmret5, whom the police would den.r)y like to
throw in jaiL Her harried husband discovers that, 11nder Italian !.aw,
a prt'!Pla'nt "\Voman may not be sent. to iail.. nnd is snrc from artest
for six months after birth. So, thry "krep bu•iiY hurling infattt5 into
the blindfolded £nee until the overworked futhcr is reduced to .n shell
and his lvifc, ne> longer eXPectant goes fUriously oft to Jail. Most
entertaining or the thr-ee -episodes finds the pair in roleS ns a
seductive prostitute who catches the eye or a seminary .student
_visiting lu~r neighbors and a businessman who i.s lett to _cool his
heels while she saves the seminarian :from giving' way to the
nttrndions c-£ profane Jove.
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Oct. 11·18

Elections Committee Sets Date
for Special Senate Seat Run-off

'

KUNM will begin its 1•egular
programming on OClt. 17. It will
broadcast from 2 p.m. to mid·
night, seven days a week, with
additional air time scheduled for
special events, Au FM license is
a 24- hour license.
Pr11grams Varied
Joseph described the programming to be followed. Variety is to
be the keynote.
KUNM will feature regular
programs of jazz, folk music,
light pop, light chamber mu:;;ic,
opera, plays, news analysis,
sports news, public affairs programming, news conferences, and
regular newscasts.
Starting with sign-on at 2 p.m.,
diversity in progl·amming is ap·
parent. From 2 to 3:30 p,m., pop
music will be played. This will in·
clude some folk music, jazz, big
bands, and some string music.
Readings Planned
At 3:30, a half-hour program
for young people is scheduled.
This will include readings · of
great, and controversial, literature. An example of the type of
material to be used in this program is the novel, "The Hobbit,"
by R, R. Tolkein.
Joseph described the book as
"Novel length, sort of a fable. It
is the introduction to a triology
called 'Lord of the Rings'."
"'l'olkein has created an entire
new world,'' Joseph added. 'l'he
book is currently ;popular on many
college campuses and there is
some debate behind the meanings of 'l'olkein's symbolism.
The vein shifts back to light
pop music until 5 p.m. After a
five-minute newscast, the "Man
About Campus" prog1•am comes
on for 25 minutes of news and

Film Clas$ic Series

OCTOBER 7

\
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By ARTHUR HOPPE

~-C.r--------------;:::::=~·
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Don Tucker and the re!3t of the
staff, who seem to realize the job
ahead of them, and yours truly,
sincerely hope we can proudly
hand the students of this school
the kind of book they richly deserve.
Yours Truly,
Pete Kendall

Monday, Septem~:r :26i 1.966 · u ·•

Tile b""t man on the rugby i\dd is Fratlk Machin. who is driven to act out, whether on the "playing field or
in the bedroom~ impulses he never teaUr nttden1tands. Frank~ having conquered the outside world, attempts
to Impose his emotionnl nc<!ds on his widowed. landlady. Tllis results in a cruel entanglement between the two
who are oPI>O.ed ill every way but physically.

PHAEDRA
Oct.24-25
Melina Mercourl, as Phaedra, Is the second wile of n ship !YCOO!'• played wi~ high vol~e
masculinity by Raf" Vallone. Vallone's son by a former marr>nge lS Tony Perktns. Phaedra ,.
dispatched to persuade the errant lad to return to Grcec:e for a hollday. She !alb in love with
him seduces him 'vith Hellenic thoroughness. When he. nrriv"" home he feels triekad
nnd' his foolln~ have cooled. Madly in love with the boy, she can no longer bear for Vallo11e
to touch her, When father and son show signs of growing affection she is desperate. Tile
fall comes swirtly as, one by one, the eharntf.ers plunge into the vortex of tragedy, stnrk and
classic.

rutes. Baker, as attorney general,
is adviser to the committee.
In addition to Chairman Holder,
the Senate elections eommittee
consists of Marci Bowman, Bob
McGeorge and Baker Morrow.

ELACK

Women's Golf Team
'l'he women's golf team will
have a meeting in the clubhouse
at the University Golf Club on
'l'uesday1 Se11t. 27. The l'lleeting
is open to anyone interested.

Engineers' Meeting
'l'he American Society of En·
gineers will meet on Wednesday,
Sept. l!S, nt 7:30 p.m. All civil
cngbteel'ing students are invited
to nttend the n1eeting in room 103
!.l:f the chemical engineel'ing build·

ORPHEUS.

Oct. 31-Nov.l

This lively, eJtotic, fulf·co!ored v<rsion of the clnssie legend Presents its. Orpheus
ns nn -ca.·w·aS(oing str(!et en.r conductor who has a waY with a guitl'\t'". His honey.
skinned Etiridicc is n Village· girl come to tht! . city visiting h _cousin tmd
attempting to tsBca11~ a sinister !ittn'nger .. ±t-ying to·~ kiiJ h~r. Rlq }s _Pr®aTing
ror- ito;; <'tli"nivnh then~ ilJ.. fat~d romance JS woven mto thts cxmtmst blcml of
~ai~ty, bcn.ut.y ntt<l trtUsic~ AudiCnC!CS arc immedia_wly ~!aught liP in its hypnotic
bent which cxplnin~ why BLACK ORPHEUS wa.•. Cnnnes lnternntionnl Fjlm
F~stlvn.l prize · \V'inncr ns well as Acndemy Awnrd winner for Best Fot'(mtn

li'Jirn the same :vcnr.

SERIES IS CONTINUOUS • • GEt NEW PROGRAM NOW.
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OMNIBUS
The Arts -Entertainment- Society
of The University of New Mexico

F'ilm Series Displays
'New Look' This Year
By BRIAN LEO
An interesting change in the
format of film offerings under
the sponsorship of the ·union
Program Directorate is that the
total number· of presentations is
being divided into three categor·
ies: "standard" or larger Hollywood films, and the more recent
ones, are of.:ered at 2;00 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays. The admission ·price for these films is
25c.
A second series, running concurrently with the first, concerns
American films of unusual interest of the past years, although
none are "antiques.'' These are
shown at 7:00. and 9:30 p.m. on
Friday nights, and the admission
is 50c. The third series, running
concurrently with the other two,
concerns foreign films of unusual
note. These films include the famous productions we've heard
much about in the past, and
should not be missed. They a1·e
shown on Thursday nights at
7:00 and 9:30 p.m. and cost 50c.
Complete List
These are the films to be
shown, separated into the three
series:
Popular films:
The Unsinkable Molly Brown,
Oct.1-2
The Night of the Iguana, Oct.
8~9

Spartacus, Oct. 15-16
The L-Shaped Room, Oct. 22-

23
Comedy of Terrors and The
Raven, Oct. 29-30
The Carpetbaggers, Nov. 5-6
Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, Nov. 12-13
What a Way to Go, Nov. 19-20
Becltet, Dec. 3-4
Lilies of the Field, Dec, 10-11
The Wonde1·ful World of the
Brothers G1·imm, Dec.17-1S
Father Goose, Jan. 7-8
The Brothers Karamazov, Jan.
14-15
Film Classics Series
Wuthering Heights, Sept. 30
1\[rs. Miniver, Sept.
Oct. 7
Meet Me i11 St. Louis, Oct. 14
Min and Bill, Oct. 21
Jlamlct, Nov. 4
The Best Years of Our Lives,
Nov.ll
Viva Villa, Nov. 18
How Green Was My Valley,
Dec. 2
Singing in The Rain, Dec. 9
Miracle on 34th Street, Dec. 16
San Francisco, Jan. 6

Schedule of Classes
Offered by Newman
A course on the Documents of
Vatican II will highlight the even·
ing discussion-type classes offered f1•ec of charge at the Newman Center this semester. Fr.
Stephen Shimek, one of the new
chaplains will conduct this course
beginning Thursday, October 13
at 'l p.m.
On Tuesday evenings Sister
'fhornas Aquin will teach "Sci"
ence and Philosophy-Areas of
Concern" with a special emphasis
on the work of the French philo·"·
sopher-theologian Teilhard de
Chardin.
This course begins October 4
at 7 p.m. Sister Mary Therese
will (!(lnduet het clasil1 "Dynamics
of Personality Development in
Childhood," starting Wednesday,
Oetohet• 5 at 7 p .m. Registration
for these classes is not neces•
s:u·y. They at·e open to all regard- 1 '
less of religious affiliation! ' · ·

The. Thin Man, Jan. 13
Foreign Film Series
Les
Liaisons
Dangereuses
(French), Sept. 29
Antigone (Greek), Oct, 6
The Virgin Spring (Swedish),
Oct. 13
·
Rashomon (Japanese), Oct. 20
Viridiana (Spanish), Nov. 3
Devi (Indian), Nov. 10
Rocco and His Brothers (Italian), Nov.17
M (German), Dec. 1
The Given Word (BrasilianPortuguese), Dec. 8
Jules and Jim (French), Dec.
15
Alexander Nevsky (Russian),
Jan.5
Knife in the Water (Polish),
Jan.12

,.

Complaint Leveled at Bookstore

Wind Ensemble to Offer
Concert; Rhoads Directs

;

By CAROLF: OJ"GUIN
.A.t the beginning of last semeste1·, a UNM student bought
a text for a 300-series course in
Spanish for $1.70 at the Foreign
Bookstoi'e.
Having previously seen the
same edition of this book at the
Associated Student Bookstore for
a price of $5.00, he made a formal
complaint,
The result was a subsequent
lowering of the p1:ice of this text
to $1.70.
When asked about the policy

due to the sponsorship of the
Recording and Trust Fund of the
American Federation of Musicians, Local 618, and the prPgram
directorate of the UNM Union.

derson.
By BRIAN LF:O
Brazili:m Festival, )Jy Antonio
The Albuquerque Wind En·
.>emble will offet• a free concert Jobim, arranged by Cable.
in the Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.
Prelude and Fugue, by Neblyon Sept. 29, This group of musi- bel.
cians is composed of music teachProf. Rhoads made some com•
ers from Albuquerque High ments about the program, based
School$, and members of the UNM on his pleasure with the selecmusic faculty, as well as members tions. "I'm aware that everybody
of the Albuquerque symphony assumes that Handel's Water
and is conducted by Prof. William Music was for a large group, but
E. Rhoads, of the UNM Music I feel that it sounds distinctly
Department. Prof. Rhoads has in better from a small orche1.1tra,11
addition produced the wind en- · said Mr. Rhoads.
semble setting of one of the selecBossa Nova for Band
tions, a Prelude and Fugue, by
A
selection
which should be a
J. S. Bach.
new and exciting listening experiThe ensemble, which could bear ence is a transcription for wind
comparison to the F:al!tman-Roch- ensemble of Antonio Carlos
ester Wind Ensemble in terms of Jobim's three tunes, "One-note
organization, also is somewhat Samba," "Corcovado," and "Girl
similiar to groups in Pittsburgh from lpanema." The ensemble,
and Houston.
which numbers 39 performers,
Contemporary Works
should be able to define or estabThe quite various program, ex· lish the interior contours of these
ploring some large breadth of complex rhythms, and yet be able
to fill the volumes required in
music literature, includes:
Prelude and Fugue, by J. S. the samba section.
Prof. Rhoads' transcription of
Bach, arranged by William
the Bach Prelude and Fugue was
Rhoads.
Water Music, (suite), by Han- heard by this writer last year,
and is a very rich, and finely
del.
Divertimento, by Vincent Per- textured piece, which ought to
stand out within the concert.
sichetti.
The program is free of charge
Clarinet Candy, by Leror An-

Reminder Sent Out
On U. Speaker Policy
Dean of Students Harold Lavender has. sent out a reminder to
all concerned about University
rules on off-campus speakers. He
reminds everyone that no speakers will be scheduled without having obtained the proper clearance.
In accordance with the off.
campus-speaker policy adopted
last year, certain rules must be
followed. First, an official of the
organization must get an approval application from the of~
fice of the Dean of Students.
At least one week before presenting the speaker, the form
must be completed and turned in
to the Dean of Students. After
the application is checked, approvals will be sent to the group
and the proper scheduling office.

Dr. Fel'l'el Heady has been appointed Academic Vice President
of UNM and will assume his duties Jan. 1, President Tom L.
Popejoy has announced.
Dr. Heady is a professor of
political science and _Dirccto~ .of
the Institute of Public Adnnmstration at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, wher~ he
has achieved an international
reputation in his special field of
administration.
Popejoy said that a number of
highly qualified educational leaders recommended Dl'. Heady's appointment.
Sought Nominations
In the selection process, UNM
sought nominations from more
than 40 university presidents
across the nation and f1·om foundations, government a?enci~s,
and other sources. An origmall1st
of about 35 nominees was
screened down to six by a special
committee. Dr. Heady was the
University's n.rst choice £rom
among this group, Popejoy snid.
Dr. Heady has had extensive
experience in the :field of public
administration, serving as a consultant to a number of state and
federal agencies, including the
U.S. Bureau of the Budget•.Last
year he was named a member of
the advisory panel on executive
reorganization to the U.S. Senate
Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization.
Active in AAUP
At the University of Michigan
Dr. Heady has been an active
member of the American Association of University Professors. Ile
was a member of the AAUP National Committee on Organization
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••• a digest of articles reprinted from campus newspapers
••• the only national college newspaper
.•.published weekly except vacation perWds beginning October 14
....calendars of college events
••• exploration of graduate schools
•
••• career opportunzty
coverage
•••participation in polls
... national classified advertising
••• informative, objective, interesting, variety
••• $1 for 8-issue trial subscription
••• $3 for 30-issue school-year subscription
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Everett Is Named

U. Reactor Chief
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accom~anied by check, money order or cash (at your risk). MakJ
Ine. and mail to NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY I
•II
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(I am entitled to 8 issues)
(I am entitled to 30 issues)
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for lowering the p1·ice of bcoks
on such notice, A. 0. Si Jackson,
manager of the boo1<store, said
that when a discrepancy in the
price of UNM texts is repo1•ted,
conections a1·e gladly made.
· Some Got A Bargain
It should be realized that with
the bookstore handling such a
large volume of boo1c shipments
at the beginning of each semester
mistakes in pricing can't always
be avoided, said Jackson.
One can almost be certain that

Heady Appointed
As Academic V.P.

Listen to KNMD

Is my perspective•••
What graduate schools offer••.
What really happened at•••
When is that weekend at•••
Which government agency do I •••
When is that game between.•.
Why doesn't someone ask me..•
Am I aware of job opportunities•••
How do I find•••
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Dr. Willis L. Everett of the
UNM nuclear engineering department has been named reactor
administrator for 1966-67. In this
capacity, Dr. Everett will adutinister operations of the Model
AGN-201 nuclear reactor on the
campus .
The University was granted the
authol'ity and license to operate
the 1·cactor on Sept. 17 by tl1e
Atomic Energy Commission.
The license also authorizes the
Univetsity to l'eceive, possess,
and usc up to '700 grams of contained uranium-235 in connection
with the operation of the l'eactor.
The reactol' is licensed to operate
at n maximum steady state
power level of 100 milliwatts on
the Univm·aity campus.
In a stntf position worldng
with Dr. Everett will be W. L.
Tabor, recently hired radiation
safety officer for UNM. He also
s<!rvcs on the Reactor Safeguards
Advisory Committee. This com·
.tnittee consists of R. M. Jeffer·
Mn and J. A. Reuscher of Sandia,
B. F. Estes of the AEC, and
Tabor.
The UNM license :for the re•
aetor and its opcriltion expires on
July 8, 1086, unless terminated
soonet·.

and Policy from 1956 to 1959 and
was a chapter delegate to the annual meetings in 1956, '58, and
'60. From 1961 to 1964 he was
chairman of the National Com·
mittee on Faculty Participation
in College and University Government. This ycal' l1e is chairman of the Council on Graduate
Education in Public Admnistration.
In 1964 Dr. Heady was the
recipient of the University of
Michigan Faculty Distinguished
Ac11ievement Award.
On Several Committees
During the years since 1946
when he joined the Michigan
faculty, Dr. Heady has held a
number of important administrative committee assignments. He is
a member of the executive committee of the Institute for Social
Research, the executive board of
the Rackham School of Graduate Studies, the executive committee of the Center for Research
on Economic Development.
Dr. Heady has been Director of
the Institute for Public Administration at Michigan since 1960.
He earned all of his degrees
from Washington University, St.
Louis, receiVing his Ph. D. in
1940.
He is the author of seven monographs and numerous articles
dealing with aspects of public
administration,
Dr. Heady is 50 years old. He
is married and has four children.

the person who bought the $5.00
book for the incorrectly marked
price of $1.70 never mentioned
that he found an undue bargain.
The question has been frequen~
ly raised as to tl1e exact percent·
age of mark-up employed by the
bookstore.
Jackson said that the bookstore has a 20 per cent mark-up
on text books, a 35 per cent
mark-up on paperbacks, and a
40 per cent mark-up on specialty
items, such as swca tshirts, beer
mugs, stuffed animals, etc.
Union Gets Prolit
Itemizing the usage of the
overall 26 pe~· cent margin of
profit made by the bool>store,
Jackson said that 3 per cent is
used for freight expenses; 4 per
cent for utilities and space usage;
9 per cent for salaries and wages;
1 per cent fo~· advertising; and 2
per cent for miscellaneous expenditures, such as office supplies, shopping bags, machine repairs, etc.
The remaining 7 per cent, said
Jackson, goes back into the
Union funds which help to off11et
any deficits incuned by other
Union departments.
There has also been some doubt
-the text p1•ice or the trade
as to which of the publisher's
suggested retail pdces is chosen
price.
As an example, for the book,

.,

I
I
I
I
I

"Engineering
Statistics''
by situation is far from desirable,
Bowker and Liebet•man, Prent.ice- it is, to a great extent, unavoidHall Publishing Co., in its price able.
Correction Made
list book, suggests that retailers
William Bierbaum, Union diask a text price of $12.95, and
a trade price of $1 '7 .95. The book- rector, made a correction of the
store ·priced the book at $12,95. pet·centages quoted in the booltThey purchased the book from store story published in the Wedthe publisher at 20 per cent off, nesday LOBO.
"I was mistaken on the percent~
or $10.36,
Jackson said that out of every age of ma1•k-up employed by the
dollar made on a book, the pub- bookstore on used books," Bierlisher pays out an overage of 15 baum said, "After checking with
cents for autho1· royalties, 1() Si Jackson, I found that the
cents for promotions, and 20 bookstore buys back used books
cents for retailer discount. The at .50 per cent of the current new
remaining 55 cents is spent on retail price and sells them back
printing, binding, shipping, and at 66 2/3 per cent of the current
retail price.''
publisher's profit, said Jackson. new
Bierbaum had formerly said
The current high-price of text that they were sold back at '75
bool>s is not the total responsibil- pe1· cent of the current new retail
ity of the retailer. Though the cost.

YOU SHOULD SEE
Our Costume Jewelry
LOIIO
l•HAilMACV

PHONE AL 5·1697
3001 MONT£ VISTA BLVD., H. t

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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SKI SALE
OLYMPIC SPORTS INC.
IS NOW OPEN FOR ANOTHER

Lutherans to Get
Fulltime Minister

BIG SKI SEASON

Richard L. Elliott will become
UNM's first full-time Lutheran
campus pastor as be replaces
Norm Thorson as the director of
Luther House, 1805 Las Lomas
Rd. N.E., this semester.
Elliott, who came to UNM from
North Dakota State University in
Fargo, N.D., will be installed in
a special service in the Alumni
Memorial Chapel, Oct. 23. He
began his work at UNM in August.
Taught Pre,•iously
For the past four years, Elliott
has taught cl'edit courses in Protestant ethics and American religious history at North bakota
School of Religion and -served as
associate Lutheran campus pastor
at North Dakot..... State University.
E1lliot received his bachelor of
arts degree in speech from St.
Olaf Collage in Northfield, Minn.
in 1955. In Septembel' of the same
year, he entered the Graduate
School of English at Iowa State
Univetsity, In Feb. 1956, he entered the army for a two-year
tour of active duty.
Elliott took up his studies again
in Sept. 1958 at Luther Theologi·
cal Seminary in Philadelphia, Pa.
After an internship at the Luthernn Church of the Good Shepherd, Sacramento, Calif,, in his
third year, he was graduated with
honors with n bachelor of divin·
ity degree, in :May 1962,

MANY ITEMS NOW ON SALE
INCLUDING

PARKAS
SWEATERS

PANTS
SKIS

up to· 50% off

OLYMPIC SPORTS, INC.
THE SERIOUS SKI SHOP
2931 MONTE VISTA NE • AT THE TRIANGLE

.

256-2064
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Lobos Stomp K-State 28-8,
Reveal Surprising Offense

r·_

MEET THE LOBOS

Casas is One Key
In Lobo Offense
· Joe Casas, back last weekend
in the starting lineup after an
early injury, once more showed
why his all-around. rushing, pass
receiving, and superior speed
have made him a .Lobo asset.
Another of the many Texans
on the Lobo roster, Joe hails from
Dumas where he was named allstate and led his club to the Class
AAA quarterfinals.
Abe Martin, head coach at
TCU, followed up that fine year
by offering Joe a full scholarship to the Southwest Conference school, but Cass decided instead on New Mexico.
Not the First
Joe is not the first in his fam-

Art Museum to Hold
~1\odern Print Show
"Contemporary Prinb! :from
Great Britain" describes the show
opening Oct. 2 at the UNM Art
Museum. The collection, containing 98 prints, is the 16th in a
series of graphic surveys from
other countries.
The current exhibit includes
new proofs by several noted printmakers represented in the first
exhibition from the United Kingdom as well as many of the talented younger graphic artists of
Great Britain.
The print show will be exhibited concurrently with the Georgia
O'Keetl'e collection of some 40.
works on view in the upper gallery through Oct. 13. These shows
can be visited daily exeept Saturday.

vo·s Plan Booth

ily to excel in football. Befo1·e
him, brother Ray (5-11, 175 lbs.)
averaged over five yards per
carry in 1961 for the Panhandle
school as Dumas won the state
championship.
Joe was great not only as a
l'unner in high school but also as
a linebacker whet·e, despite his
smallish (5-8, 160 lbs,) frame,
he was noted for his fierce and
gutsy play,
Key Man in KSU Rout
Against Kansas State, Casas
was used sparingly as he :Pl'Ovided some of the key blocks
which sprung tailback Carl Bradford loose for long yardage, And
his ability to carry a linebacker
outside on the man-in-motion
helped clear out the inside zone
for fullback Carl Jackson.
Though still hampered by that
fall practice leg injury, Casas
was also able to haul in several
short ya1·dage passes in key situtions.
AU of which explains his determination and drive on the field
where he gained 90 yards rush·
ing and caught 3 passes for 57
yards last year as a sophomore
in svlitting time with wingback
Albert O'Neal. And with another
season to go after 1966, look for
this lad to make a big contribution before he finally hangs up
jersey number 2~.

By JEFF DENNARD
The strong UNM defense continued along its way and got a
good deal of help from a very diversified offensive attack Saturday as the Lobos won their second
game of the season with a 28-8
victol'Y ovet· the Wildcats of Kansas State University.
The Lobo offense made their
strongest showing in over a season as they ground out a total of
422 yards. The offensive tactics
were well divided between the
running and passing games as the
W olfpnck gained 273 yards rushing and 149 passing.
The magnifil:ent defense shut
out the 'Wildcats for a little over
three quarters and took the ball
away from K-State seven times,
three coming on pass interceptions and the other four of fumbles.
The Lobos l'eceived the opening kickoff and immediately began testing its running attack
which had stalled the p1·evious
week against Utah State. The
Wildcat's line was not the tough
nut to crack that the Lobos had
run into the week before and Fullback Carl Jackson carried the ball
for good yardage. With Beitler
throwing two passes which accounted for 25 yards the Wolfpack moved to the State 5 yard
line be:fo1•e Jackson fumbled and
the Wildcats recovered at their
own 9.
It looked like a re-run of an old
and well-remembe1·ed movie. On
Kansas State's first play from
scrimmage big Paul Smith separated the ball carrier from the
baH and end Dave Harris recovered for New Mexico.
From the State 5, where the
Lobos got the ball, Jackson toted
the ball three straight times and
on the third try he dove over a
pile of players into the end zone
for UNM's first score, Seiders
kicked the extra point and with
6:37 to go in the first quarter the
Lohos held a 7-0 lead.
It must not be true about
lightning striking twice in the
same plaee. Following the kickoff
the Wildcats lost the ball on the
first play again as Smith belted
the ball carrier and recovered the
loose pigskin himself on the State
23. The Lobos couldn't move the
ball and Seiders missed a field
goal try from the 23.
Dave Harris recovered the third
Wildcat fumble of the quarter

and the Lobos moved f~·om the KState 47 to the one foot line where
the Staters stiffened and held.
Two plays netted one yard and
Kansas State elected to punt from
K"'ISa$

17
273

St.
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J:'Ush.ng yardage

6o30

punting
passes intercepted by
fumbles lost

ppssing

10·25

0

4-4
0
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their end zone. New Mexico's AllAmerican candidate, P11ul Smith
was present in the State backfield
when the kicker got the ball and
he blocked the punt giving UNM
a safety and two points,
On the ensuing free kick the
Lobos fumbled the ball back to
the Wildcats at the 50. The State
dream lasted for all of two plays
as on third down they fumbled
again. This time defensive halfback .Joe Presente recovered for
the Lobos at the UNM 34.
Beitler th1•ew to Joe Casas for
26 yards to start the drive. This
was followed by a couple of good
runs by Jackson and another
Beitler pass, this time a 15 yardel'
to tight end Emilio Vallez. The
final seven yards of the drive was
covered by Carl Bradford. The
extra point was good and the
score was 15-0 with 7:25 remain·
ing in the half.
The Cats couldn't move the ball
following the kickoff and punted
to the UNM 30. The next seventy
yards were eaten up in five plays
as the Lobo defensive machine
rolled with ease. The last 34 yards
was covered on a left sweep by
Bradford. Bradford made his cutback between the end and the defensive halfback and was given
a block at the 20 by Beitler which
enabled him to go all the way.
At the half' the Lobos led 22-0
and the offense had gained just
over 300 yards in total offense. In
the same time period the defense
held the Wildcats to a. total of 83
yards and four first downs. ·
The defense again played the
role of the hero in the third quarter. After the second half kickoff
K~State came out passing and
Lobo linebacker Duane Batte
came out catching. He intercepted
Castillo's pass at the Cats' 41 and
returned it to the 27. Four plays
later Braford scored his third
K~>n"'"

St.
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one booking would be guaranteed,
Dennison explained.
lndependently Produced
Dennison said that the program
wquld be handled by an independent producer rather than through
a booking agency, The producer
would book the entertainer and
provide all the arrangements for
backing him and presenting him.
There is also a reduced cost because rather than the 10 percent
fiat fee usually charged the producer would get five per cent
plus 90 per cent of the profit.
The producer would provide all
the advertising package, all of
the support facilities such as special equipment, and would also
provide. supplemental entertain-

"The setup would only cost 30
said. Through an arrangement
ment.
dollars
plus the qost of the call
Dennison also said that the con- with the telephone company a netand
probablythe thing could be
work
could
be
set
up
between
the
spring conference in New Mexico,
hooked
up
to
the public address
member
schools
and
then
long
hopefully at the Lawrence Uanch.
distance calls could be placed system .in the Union," Dennison
Journal is Planned
said,
Pl11,ns are being made for to national figures,
UNM to publish the WCA Aca.
demic Journal which would contain original student research
papers on academic problems, art
and literature from WCA studc:mts, essays on academic affairs
in the conference and reports en
the student life in each of the
member schools.
Hopefully this journal could
be published next spring.
·~]>.'''
"There is also a lot of promise
~~.~:~A
resolution
to
remove
students
from
the
election
commitin the new tele-lecture program
for homecoming queen was unanimously approved by
that they a. ·~~-!lnison

Rule Is Changed
For Queen Race

tee

the Rally Committee (Rallycom) in their meeting held last
night.
Student Senator Pat Davidson appeared before Rallycom
to ask why students were being allowed to participate in
selecting the candidates for queen.
"I just don't feel that students should be subjected to that
kind of pressure," she said. "There is going to be some talk
about bias on the committee
no matter who you choose,"
she continued.
Miss Davidson told the
LOBO that this is not just
her opinion but the opinion
of many of the people she
Die]( Baker, Associated Stu- has talked to. Last night's
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Dennison Accepts
AG'sResignation

all

school record of eleven completed

passes in a single game,
If you pick up a starving dog
and make him prosporous, he will
not bite you. This is the principal
difference between a. dog and a
man.-Mark Twain
"It's not against the law to
climb trees, in Albuquerque."Anonymous, heard in Okie's, reported by William Harria.
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Two Draft Resolutions Set
For Review by Professors
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CLASSIFIED Jl.DVERTISING RATES:
4 line 11d., . 65e--4 times, $2.00. lnsettion!l
mUilt be !lohmitted by nO()n. on day before
-publication .to Ilootn 1S!I, Student Publici!·
tiona Building. PhOne :>.17-400:>. or 277·4102.
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similar action, including the AnBy JIM JANSSON
tioch College where students and
Two resolutions against Uni- faculty together blocked school
versity co-operation with the co-operation with the Selective
Selective Service System and a Service.
resolution suggesting a role for
Active Uole Sought
the faculty in the selection of a
On the resolution seeking facreplacement for . retiring UNM ulty participation in the selection
President Tom Popejoy will be of a successor to President Pope~
introduced at tomorrow's meeting of the American Association
of University Professors, AAUP
chapter presidsnt Carl Selinger
repo1•ted to the LOBO last night.
The meeting will be held in
room 231 c-d of the New Mexico
Ever had a yen to set down
Union at 4 p.m.
a typewriter and write someRefused Identities
thing that would be read the
Selinger indicated to the tOBO
next day by thousands of peothat the t·esolutions were being
ple 1 If you do, the tOBO has
prepared by a "collective effort"
a place for you.
among A.A.U.P. members but
The LOBO is looking for
refused to identify any specific
staff volunteers to supplement
individuals.
its r•~gular staff. If you'fe
According to Selinger, one of
interested in journalism or
the Selective Service resollltions
have always wanted to be a
will be in favor of the eomplete
part of a newspaper, the
abolishment of the student deLOBO offers a chance for real
ferMent in preference to a draft
working experience that no
based on i\ common lottery.
journalism course ean come
The other resolution, said Sel•
close to matching.
inger, would be aimed at "strictly
Students interested shollld
separating the UniVersity from
contact tOBO Associate Edi·
the Selective Se1•vicl! System.''
tor Bob Storey at 277-4002
Many Eastern schools have taken

Volunteers
·Wanted

_.

SHUI..TON

clean masculine aroma!

Rallycom meeting was called after one of its sub-committees, tl1e
Homecoming Committee had proposed changes in the homecoming
queen election process.
Change Opens Election
Laura Loy, a memher of both
committees, said that the change
was made to make the queens election more open. Thl' election is
open to any junior or senior girl
with a 2.0 grade point. "We felt
that the response would be so
great that th\!rt' should l)C a
sct•eening committee to select the
candidates," Miss Loy said.
Miss Loy reported that over the
s\lmmel' th~ Homecoming Con1•
mittee had met and tried to <lH·
, dents Vice Pt•esident.
cide who should be on the sct·ecn-.
ASUNll! President Van Den- ing committee.
nison expressed sadness at BakOn a possible com111ittee there
er's resignation. "It is unfo1·tun- would be both faculty and stuate that we have to loose a dents. The arrangt>ment was subcapable tnan who could really mitted for :possible action and aJ>·
help us in student government pro val.
in this first year," he said.
Pre~><'nt Rule Changes
Baker is leaving a job which
Senator Karen Abrahams, Senpays $315 in educational grants ate liason with Rallycom, presentover a nine-month period. Upon ed the proposed rules changes to
his registration he returned Senate last Wednesday night. In
$245 of the money to the Associ- a controversy which ensued, the
ated Students and kept two authority of Homecoming Commonths' salary for the work he mittee to change 1·ules was imhad already done last spring and mediately challenged by a number of the Senators.
this fall.
An examination of the constitution showed that only Rallycom,
Photo Club
not one of its sub-committees,
All interested people at·e invited would have the authority to
to attend the first meeting of change election rules.
Senate asked Miss Abrahams ct.";~
the Photo Club in the Union
Crafts al'ea. It is to be held Fri- investigate the situation. Inter( Continued on page 5)
day at 7:30 p.m.
dents Attorney General, Tuesday
submitted his resignation to
ASUNM President Dan Dennison.
Baker listed personal reasons for
his resignation.
Baker said that
he was resigning
"Due to the demands on my time
by the essential
activities of n1iY
senior year schedule!'
Baker had been
active in student
government until
Uick 'Baker
this year. Last
year he served as Associated St\1-
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UNM should be able to get top
entertainment for students with
he help of a new program instituted by the Western Collegiate
Association, Dan Dennison, Associated Students President, told
the LOBO Tuesday. He was enthusiastic about the program
after returning from a WCA conference held in Wyoming this
weekend.
"There was agreement all
around, and they are trying to
work out the dates for the block
booking," Dennison said. Under
the block booking process schools
in the WCA wo-uld get together
to plan entertainment. The plan
would help in the negotiations
for contracts because more than

MEMBERS OF RALLY COMMITTEE shown debating last night's resolution to remove students from
the Homecoming Queen candidate selection committee are (from left): Jan Bennett, secretary; Jerry
___.::..
Roehl, chairman; Karen Abrahams, Senate representative; and Laura Loy.

The UNM Young Republicans
will begin a voter registration
drive in the Union today and
Tuesday. A booth located in the
Union will be open from 10 to
4 p.m. to register student regard·
less of party affiliation.
Requirements to register as a
New Mexico voter are; legal vot~
ing age (21), residence in the
state :for 1 yr., 90 days in the
county, and 30 days in the pre~
cienct. All time requirements are
as of November 7.

SERVlCES
TYPEWRtTE:R sale< &: repair, SpcclBt

24

paiJI3ing

105

livelier lather
for really smooth shavest

For Registration

UNM

fil'flt downs

touchdown of the afternoon · to
close the UNM scoring.
Following their last touchdown
the Lobos' reserves took over for
the remainder of the ga.me. Two
more State passes were picked
out of the blue by the Lobo secondary to halt drives. Doing the
honors on both occasions was
sophomore Scotty Oliver.
'l'he Kansas State score came
on a seven yard run by their
tough sophomore fullback Cornelius Davis. Davis was the leading ground gainer in the contest
as he racked up 125 yards in 19
carries for his afternoon's work.
The Lobos were led by Carl
Jackson and Bradford in rushing
and Rick Beitler in the passing
department. Jackson gained 103
yards on 24 carries while Braford
had 81 yards in 12 times toting
the ball. Beitler had an excellent
game in the passing phase as he
tossed the ball for 149 yards. The
offensive line seemed to be de.
termined to make a good showing
after fighting for their lives last
week. They continually opened
large holes in the K-State front
line.
Of course tile defense played up
the level which they are already
.expe('ted to. Leading his teammates up front was Dave Harris.
H~ was joined by Smith and the
rest of the defense.
The outstanding player of the
game honors will have to be
shared by two men. The two Carls
on the Lobos played great games
and helped each other with their
blocking
afte;noon. These two
who Jed the Lobos last year in
rushing were back on track this
week having been stopped cold
against Utah State. Against the
Wildcats Jackson and Braford
combined for over 180 yards and
helped give Beitler the pass protection he needed to equal the

Entertainment Slated for UNM

joy, Selinger said there was no
question that the final selection
was with. the Regents.
He pointed out, however, that
many people believe the faculty
should have some active l'Ole in
the selection process. Selinger
commented that, the faculty was
in a unique position to advise the
Rsgents.
Sslinger asserted that the :t'aeulty had a valuable knowledge of
the -people and conditions of the
modern educational world. He in•
dicatcd that the faculty sought
something more than just an advisory capacity.
When asked where approved resolutions would be sent, Selinger
said that their destinations hadn't
been decided yet and that they
would probably be topics of discussion, too. He said he expected several proposals for disposition of the resolutions at the
meeting.

Folk Dancers
The UNM Folk Dancers will
hold auditions for the folk dancing' team tonight at 7 p.m. in
Carisle Gym. No experience is
neeessary, and there is only one
practice a week.

--

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO J}ON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
UTEP
New Me:ldco
Wyoming
Arizona
Colo. St.
BYtJ
Utah
Hawaii
Ariz. St.
West Texas
Total points New Mexico vs. UTEP ~----Contest rules
1. Contost is open to tJNM students anly.
2. Only ONE entey will be accepted from ~ach conlostatlt and Every game
must be !licked.
3, Cont.,.bults must pick rota! points an UNM game and in eliSe of a tie
the conteatant coming closest will be declared the winner.
4. Enttiel must be received at the Lobo office by G p.m. Friday,
5, No member of Student Publications Is eligible tor prites.
fl. Winner will receive tour tickets lor the footbttll seM<in to Don Pancho'"
Theder.
7. Enttieil willbe lodged by the Lobo opor1.s stntt.
8. In cnl!ll ot ties the prites will be divided nmong the wlnnel'l!.

NAME
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PHONE
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